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EMBEDDING SOME BORDERED RIEMANN SURFACES
IN THE AFFINE PLANE

Miran Černe and Franc Forstnerič

1. Introduction

It is a long-standing open problem whether every open (non-compact) Rie-
mann surface R admits a proper holomorphic embedding into C

2. The most
general result in this direction was proved by Globevnik and Stensønes [GS]:
Every finitely connected domain in C with no isolated points in the boundary
embeds in C

2. Earlier constructions of embeddings in C
2 are due to Kasahara

and Nishino for the disc U = {z ∈ C : |z| < 1} [Ste], Laufer [Lau] for the annuli
A = {1 < |z| < r} and Alexander [Ale] for the punctured disc U\{0}. Every
open Riemann surface embeds in C

3 [GR], and every compact Riemann surface
embeds in CIP3 but most of them don’t embed in CIP2 [FK].

In this paper we consider the embedding problem for bordered Riemann sur-
faces. The underlying space is a compact, orientable, smooth real surfaces R
with boundary bR = ∪m

j=1Cj consisting of finitely many curves. Topologically
R is equivalent to a sphere with gR handles (the genus of R) and m ≥ 1 discs re-
moved. A complex structure on R is determined by a real endomorphism J of the
tangent bundle TR satisying J2 = −Id (Gauss-Ahlfors-Bers; for higher dimen-
sions see Newlander and Nirenberg [NN]). Two complex structures J0 and J1 are
equivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism φ : R → R satisfying dφ◦J0 = J1◦dφ.
The set of equivalence classes of complex structure on R, denoted M(R), is
called the moduli space of Riemann surface structures on R. We emphasize that
we do not deal with punctured surfaces, i.e, R has no isolated points in the
boundary.

Our first result is that the topology of a bordered surface plays no role in the
problem of holomorphic embeddability in C

2.

Theorem 1.1. On each bordered surface R there exists a complex structure
such that the open Riemann surface R̊ = R\bR admits a proper holomorphic
embedding in C

2.

We give an elementary proof of Theorem 1.1 in section 2. In fact we will show
that there is a non-empty open set of non-equivalent complex structures on R
for which R̊ embeds into C

2 (Theorem 1.5).
The precise regularity of R up to the boundary is not important since R

is biholomorphically equivalent to a domain bounded by m ≥ 1 real-analytic
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curves in a compact Riemann surface R̃. The simplest way to obtain such R̃
is to fill each hole of R by attaching a disc Dj such that we identify bDj with
a boundary curve Cj ⊂ bR and extend the complex structure across Cj using
reflection. Another possibility is to embed R in the (Schottky) double R̂ which
is obtained by gluing two copies of R (with the opposite orientation) along bR.
The genus of R̂ equals 2gR + m − 1. The details of this ‘doubling construction’
can be found in [BS, pp. 581-2], [Spr, p. 217] or [SS]. Hence we shall assume
from now on that R is smooth up to the boundary.

We shall now give a more precise embedding theorem. For each k ≥ 0 we
denote by Ak(R) the algebra of all Ck-functions on R which are holomorphic
in R̊. A nonconstant function f ∈ A(R) satisfying |f | = 1 on bR is called
an inner function on R. The restriction of an inner function to R̊ is a proper
holomorphic map of R̊ onto the disc U ; conversely, any proper holomorphic map
f : R̊ → U extends to an inner function on R = R̊ ∪ bR. There is an integer
d = deg(f) ∈ IN, called the degree (or multiplicity) of f , such that for all except
finitely many points z ∈ U the fiber Rz = f−1(z) consists of d distinct points in
R while the exceptional fibers consist of less than d points.

Definition 1. A bordered Riemann surface R of genus gR and with m boundary
components is said to be of class F if it admits an injective immersion F =
(f, g) : R → U × C which is holomorphic in R̊ and such that f is an inner
function with deg(f) ≥ 2gR + m − 1.

Clearly this property is biholomorphically invariant. The reason for introduc-
ing this class is the following result which is proved in section 3.

Theorem 1.2. If R is a bordered Riemann surface of class F then R̊ = R\bR
admits a proper holomorphic embedding in C

2.

Examples.
1. On each smoothly bounded domain Ω ⊂⊂ C with m boundary components
there exists an inner function f with deg(f) = m [Ahl]. The map F (x) =
(f(x), x) ∈ C

2 for x ∈ Ω satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 and hence Ω
embeds in C

2. This is the theorem of Globevnik and Stensønes [GS].
2. A compact Riemann surface is called hyperelliptic if it is the normalization
of a complex curve in CIP2 given by w2 = Πk

j=1(z− zj) for some choice of points
z1, . . . , zk ∈ C [FK]. We shall call a bordered Riemann surface R hyperelliptic if
its double R̂ is hyperelliptic. Such R has either one or two boundary components
and it admits a pair of inner functions (f, g) which embed R̊ in the polydisc U2

such that bR is mapped to the torus (bU)2; moreover, one of the two functions
has degree 2gR + m and the other one has degree 2 (see [Ru1] and sect. 2 in
[Gou]). Thus R is of class F and we get:

Corollary 1.3. If R is a hyperelliptic bordered Riemann surface then R̊ admits
a proper holomorphic embedding in C

2. In particular, each torus with one hole
embeds properly holomorphically into C

2.
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Indeed it is shown in [Gou] that the double R̂ of a hyperelliptic bordered
Riemann surface R can be represented as a curve in CIP2 given by the equation

(1.1) y2 =
ĝ+1∏
j=1

(x − αj)(1 − αjx)

for some choice of distinct points αj ∈ U (1 ≤ j ≤ ĝ+1), where ĝ = 2gR +m−1
is the genus of R̂, such that R = {(x, y) ∈ R̂ : |x| ≤ 1}. The pair of inner
functions on R given by f = y/

∏ĝ+1
j=1(1 − αjx), g = x, provides an embedding

F = (f, g) : R → (U)2. Clearly g has multiplicity 2 on R. From the relation f2 =∏ĝ+1
j=1(g − αj)/(1 − αjg) which follows from (1.1) we see that f has multiplicity

ĝ + 1 = 2gR + m and hence Theorem 1.2 applies. Sikorav [Sik] gave a slightly
different proof of Corollary 1.3 for tori with one hole (unpublished); these are
all hyperelliptic.

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.2. Let P ⊂⊂ C
2 be a polydisc. According to

[Glo] (see also [ČG] and [Stn]) there exist Fatou-Bieberbach domains Ω ⊂ C
2

such that bΩ∩P is an arbitrarily small perturbation of the cylinder (bU ×C)∩P
(Proposition 2.1 below). Such domains Ω can be constructed using sequences
of compositions of shears in coordinate directions on C

2. Let φ : Ω → C
2 be a

biholomorphic map onto C
2. If F = (f, g) : R → U ×C is as in Theorem 1.2, we

choose the polydisc P large enough to contain F (R) and solve a Riemann-Hilbert
boundary value problem to find a new holomorphic embedding F̃ = (f̃ , g) : R →
Ω ∩ P such that F̃ (bR) ⊂ bΩ. The map G = φ ◦ F̃ : R̊ → C

2 is then a proper
holomorphic embedding of R̊ to C

2. The details are carried out in section 3.
This approach was used in [ČG] for finitely connected planar domains to provide
a different proof of the embedding theorem of Globevnik and Stensønes [GS].
The proof of Theorem 1.1 (Section 2) is similar but more elementary.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 shows that each bordered surface R carries a com-
plex structure J such that (R, J) is of class F . We will show that the set of
such complex structures on R is open. To be precise, fix a number α ∈ (0, 1)
and denote by Endα

IR(TR) the set of all endomorphisms of TR which are Hölder
continuous of class Cα, endowed with the Cα topology. Let

J α
R = {J ∈ Endα

IR(TR) : J2 = −Id}.
Theorem 1.4. Let R be a smooth bordered surface and 0 < α < 1. The set
Fα

R, consisting of all J ∈ J α
R such that the Riemann surface (R, J) is of class

F , is open in J α
R.

Theorem 1.4 is proved in Section 4. The main point is that inner functions on
(R, J) with multiplicity at least 2gR+m−1 are stable under small perturbations
of the complex structure J (Proposition 4.1).

For each α ∈ (0, 1) we can realize the moduli space M(R) as the quotient
M(R) = J α

R/∼ where J0, J1 ∈ J α
R satisfy J0 ∼ J1 if and only if there exists a dif-

feomorphism φ : R → R of class C1,α with dφ◦J0 = J1◦dφ. Let π : J α
R → M(R)
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denote the quotient projection. We endow M(R) with the quotient topology.
The set F(R) = π(Fα

R) ⊂ M(R) consists of moduli of Riemann surface struc-
tures of class F ; this makes sense since the property F is biholomorphically
invariant and therefore Fα

R = π−1(F(R)). We can now summarize the above
results as follows.

Theorem 1.5 (Main Theorem). Let M(R) denote the moduli space of Rie-
mann surface structures on a smooth bordered surface R. The set F(R) ⊂
M(R), consisting of structures of class F , is nonempty and open in M(R). For
each [J ] ∈ F(R) the open Riemann surface (R̊, J) admits a proper holomorphic
embedding in C

2. If R is a finitely connected domain in C then F(R) = M(R).

The last statement above is the theorem of [GS]. The main question is whether
F(R) = M(R) for every bordered surface R. The discussion in section 2 seems
to indicate a negative answer; see Proposition 2.2 and the remark following its
proof.

Comments regarding class F . It is proved in [Ahl, pp. 124-126] that on
every bordered Riemann surface R of genus gR with m boundary components
there is an inner function f with multiplicity 2gR + m (although the so-called
Ahlfors functions may have smaller multiplicity). A generic choice of g ∈ A1(R)
gives an immersion F = (f, g) : R → U × C with at most finitely many double
points (normal crossings). The main difficulty is to find g such that F = (f, g) is
injective on R. We do not know whether such g always exists as Oka’s principle
does not apply in this situation (Proposition 2.2).

It would be of interest to relax the condition in Theorem 1.2 that one of the
components be an inner function. In this direction we pose the following.

Problem: Let R be a bordered Riemann surface and let F = (f, g) : R → C
2

be a holomorphic embedding whose image F (R) is polynomially convex in C
2.

Does R̊ embed (properly holomorphically) in C
2 ?

A possible approach would be to use sequences of automorphisms of C
2 to

carry the boundary points of F (bR) towards infinity.
The problem of holomorphic embeddability of a bordered Riemann surface R

in C
2 is related to the question whether certain algebras of holomorphic functions

on R are doubly generated. If F = (f, g) : R → C
2 is an Ak-embedding whose

image F (R) is polynomially convex then f and g generate a dense subalgebra
of Ak(R); in such case we say that the algebra is doubly generated. Conversely,
if f and g generate a dense subalgebra in Ak(R) then F = (f, g) : R → C

2 is
an injective immersion (not necessarily proper). The question whether A(R) is
always doubly generated is to our knowledge still open. In 1978 Tsanov [Tsa]
proved that for any bordered surface R there is a non-empty open set in the
Teichmüller space T (R) (or in the reduced Teichmüller space T #(R)) consisting
of Riemann surfaces for which the algebra A0(R) is doubly generated. In view
of the above remark this also follows from Theorem 1.5.
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Higher dimensional analogues of open Riemann surfaces are Stein manifolds.
A complex manifold is Stein if it admits a proper holomorphic embedding in
some complex Euclidean space C

N [GR, Hör]. It is known that every Stein
manifold of complex dimension n ≥ 2 admits a proper holomorphic embedding
into C

N with N = [3n/2] + 1 and this N is in general the smallest possible
[EG, Sch]. For n = 1 this would give N = 2; however, the proof, which is
based on the ‘removal of singularities’ method, does not apply for n = 1 since its
main ingredient breaks down. This crucial ingredient is the homotopy principle,
also called the Oka-Grauert principle, for sections of holomorphic vector bundles
over Stein manifolds which avoid certain complex analytic subvariety of the total
space [Gra, Gro2, FP1, FP2, FP3]. When n = 1, the subset to be avoided is a
complex hypersurface and the Oka-Grauert principle fails in general (Proposition
2.2).

2. Proof of Theorem 1.1

In this section we outline an approach to construct embeddings of bordered
Riemann surfaces R in the tube U×C by the ‘elimination of singularities’ method
which has been used successfuly in higher dimensions [EG, Sch]. Although we
cannot prove the existence of such an embedding for every complex structure
on a given surface R, we obtain an elementary proof of Theorem 1.1 based on
the following result of Globevnik [Glo]. We quote the version proved in [ČG].
As before, U denotes the unit disc in C and rU = {|z| < r}. We denote the
coordinates on C

2 by (z, w). Fix r > 0 and let P = (2U) × (rU) ⊂ C
2.

Proposition 2.1 ([ČG], Lemma 2.1). There exist arbitrarily small C3-pertur-
bations S of bU × C such that, if Ω is the domain in P bounded by S ∩ P
and by |w| = r, there is an injective holomorphic map φ : Ω → C

2 such that
|φ(zn, wn)| → +∞ whenever (zn, wn) ∈ Ω and limn→∞ dist{(zn, wn), S} = 0.

Remark. In fact there exist Fatou-Bieberbach domains Ω ⊂ C
2 with smooth

boundary such that bΩ ∩ P is a small perturbation of (bU × C) ∩ P (Stensønes
[Stn]; see also Globevnik [Glo] for the C1 version). The weaker result quoted
above will suffice for our purposes.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We may assume that R is a compact domain with smooth
real-analytic boundary in a Riemann surface R̃ (sect. 1). We denote by O(R)
the algebra of functions f holomorphic in a neighborhood Vf of R in R̃. By
Ahlfors [Ahl] there is an inner function f on R. Let Z = {z1, z2, . . . , zp} ⊂ U be
the set of critical values of f . By the Hopf lemma we have dfx �= 0 for x ∈ bR
and hence Z is contained in the open disc U . Choose a function g1 ∈ O(R) such
that

a) g1 separates points on the (finitely many) fibers Rz for z ∈ Z, and
b) dg1 �= 0 at each point x ∈ f−1(Z) ⊂ R.

Clearly g1 will separate points on all except perhaps finitely many fibers Rz

(z ∈ U). Condition (b) insures that F1 = (f, g1) : R → U × C is an immersion.
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A generic choice of g1 also insures that F1 has only finitely many double points
in R̊ and no double point on bR. Now choose g2 ∈ O(R) which vanishes to
second order at each point of f−1(Z) and such that the pair (g1, g2) separates
points on all fibers Rz for z ∈ U ; clearly such g2 exists since we must satisfy the
separation condition only at finitely many points.

We wish to find g ∈ O(R) such that F = (f, g) : R → U ×C is an embedding.
As in [EG] and [Sch] we seek g in the form

(2.1) g(x) = g1(x) + α(f(x)) g2(x), x ∈ R,

where α : U → C is a holomorphic function to be selected. Since g2 vanishes to
second order at each point x ∈ f−1(Z), we have g(x) = g1(x) and dgx = (dg1)x at
such points. Thus for any choice of α the associated map F = (f, g) : R → U×C

is a holomorphic immersion which is injective in a neighborhood of f−1(Z).
Our goal is to choose α such that F is injective globally on R. To formulate

the relevant condition on α we fix a point z ∈ U and write f−1(z) = {x1, . . . , xd}
(distinct points!), where d = deg(f) for all except finitely many z ∈ U . Denote
by Σz ⊂ C the (finite) set of solutions of the equations

g1(xi) + ag2(xi) = g1(xj) + ag2(xj), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d.

Equivalently, a number a ∈ C belongs to Σz if it solves the equation

a
(
g2(xj) − g2(xi)

)
= g1(xi) − g1(xj)

for some i �= j. By the choice of g1 and g2 at least one of the differences above
is nonzero for each pair of indices i, j and hence each equation has either one
solution or no solutions. The set Σ = ∪z∈U{z} × Σz ⊂ U × C is a closed one-
dimensional complex analytic subset of U ×C. The function g determined by α
according to (2.1) separates the points on all fibers of f if and only if the graph
of α avoids Σ, that is, if α(z) /∈ Σz for all z ∈ U .

Choose a simple smooth arc C ⊂ U containing the set Z of critical values of f .
By dimension reasons there is a smooth function α0 : C → C whose graph over C
avoids Σ. We can approximate α0 uniformly on C by holomorphic polynomials
α. If the approximation is sufficiently close, the graph of α will avoid Σ over an
open set V ⊂⊂ U containing C. If g is the corresponding function (2.1) then
F = (f, g) is a proper holomorphic embedding of RV = f−1(V ) ⊂ R to V × C.

Choose a simply connected closed domain D0 ⊂⊂ V with real-analytic bound-
ary and containing the arc C in its interior. There are a domain V1 ⊂ V contain-
ing D0 and an injective holomorphic map σ : V1 → C which maps D0 conformally
onto U . The map F ′ = (σ ◦ f, g) : f−1(V1) → C

2 is a holomorphic embedding
which maps the closed domain R0 = f−1(D0) ⊂ R̊ to U × C and it maps bR0

to bU × C.
Choose a number r > sup{|g(x)| : x ∈ R}. Let Ω be as in Proposition 2.1 such

that bΩ ∩ (2U × rU) is a small C3-perturbation of the cylinder bU × rU . If the
approximation is sufficiently good then bΩ intersects the image of F ′ transversely
and the set

R′ = {x ∈ f−1(V1) : F ′(x) ∈ Ω} ⊂⊂ R̊
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is a domain in R̊ with C3-boundary which is a small C3-perturbation of bR0. If
φ : Ω → C

2 is chosen as in Proposition 2.1 then the map G = φ ◦ F ′ : R′ → C
2

is a proper holomorphic embedding of R′ to C
2.

To conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1 it remains to show that R′ is diffeomor-
phic to R. This can be seen as follows. Since D0 is a closed simply connected
domain with smooth boundary in U , there is a smooth function ρ : U → IR such
that D0 = {ρ ≤ 0}, ρ = 1 on bU , and ρ has no critical points in U\C (hence
0 < ρ(x) < 1 for x ∈ U\D0). For 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 set Dt = {x ∈ U : ρ(x) ≤ t}; thus D0

is the given set and D1 = U . Since f has no critical values in U\C, the function
ρ ◦ f : R → IR has no critical points in R\f−1(C). By Morse theory the set
Rt = {x ∈ R : f(x) ∈ Dt} = {x ∈ R : ρ(f(x)) ≤ t} is diffeomorphic to R = R1

for each t ∈ [0, 1]. The same is true for R′
which is a small C3-perturbation of

R0. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Remarks.
1. In the above proof we could use the Fatou-Bieberbach domains constructed
in [Glo] whose boundaries inside a polydisc are small C1-perturbations of the
cylinder bU × U ; we shall need more smoothness in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
2. To embed R holomorphically into U × C using this scheme we would have
to find a function α ∈ O(U) whose graph avoids the complex curve Σ ⊂ U × C

constructed above. The fiber Σz over most points z ∈ U consists of
(
d
2

)
points,

where d = deg(f). In the special case when d = 2 we have
(
d
2

)
= 1 and hence the

Oka-principle [Gra, Gro2, FP1, FP2, FP3] applies to sections of (U × C)\Σ, so
we obtain a desired holomorphic function α whose graph over U avoids Σ. Note
that an inner function f of degree d = 2 exists if and only if R is hyperelliptic
(since we obtain by reflection a degree two meromorphic function on the double
R̂ which implies that R̂ is hyperelliptic). On the other hand, when d ≥ 3 the
generic fiber of Σ contains at least three points and hence its complement is
Kobayashi hyperbolic, so the Oka principle does not apply.

The following result shows that there exist complex curves Σ ⊂ U × C (not
necessarily arising from our construction) which cannot be avoided by holomor-
phic graphs. On the other hand it is always possible to avoid such a curve by
graph of a smooth function; hence the Oka-Grauert principle fails for sections
of (U × C)\Σ.

Proposition 2.2. There exists a closed one-dimensional complex subvariety
Σ ⊂ U × C which does not contain any line {z} × C and which has a nontrivial
intersection with the graph of any holomorphic function on U .

Proof. Denote the coordinates on C
2 by (z, w). Let Σk ⊂ U × C be the union

of the following complex curves, intersected with U × C:

zw = 1, w = 1, w = jz (0 ≤ j ≤ k).

Assume that for each k ∈ IN there is a holomorphic function αk on U whose graph
avoids Σk. Then αk omits the values 0 and 1 and hence the sequence {αk}k∈IN
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is a normal family on U . Passing to a subsequence we may assume that αk

converges, uniformly on compacts in U , to a holomorphic function α : U → C or
to α = ∞.

Consider the first case. Choose numbers 0 < r < 1 and k0 ∈ IN such that

(2.2) k0r > max
|z|=r

α(z).

For each k ≥ k0 the winding number of the function hk(z) = kz − α(z) on the
circle |z| = r equals to that of kz which is one. This means that hk has a zero
on the disc rU = {|z| < r}, i.e., the graph of α intersects the line w = kz and
hence Σk. The same argument holds for any function satisfying (2.2). Since for
large k ∈ IN the function αk is close to α on rU , its graph also intersects Σk, a
contradiction.

In the second case when αk → ∞ we can apply a similar argument in U ×C,
where C = C∪{∞} is the Riemann sphere, to show that for all sufficiently large
k the graph of αk intersects the hyperbola zw = 1 and hence Σk, a contradiction.
This proves Proposition 2.2.

Remark. The above approach to construct a function g separating points on the
fibers of a given inner function f is not quite as ad-hoc as it may seem. Denote
by O the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on R̊. According to Grauert
[Gra] the push-forward f∗O is a coherent analytic sheaf of OU -modules over the
disc U = f(R̊). For each open set V ⊂ U we may view holomorphic functions
on f−1(V ) ⊂ R̊ as sections of f∗O over V . By Cartan’s Theorem A [GR] the
sheaf f∗O is finitely generated over each compact K ⊂⊂ U , meaning that there
exist functions g1, . . . , gn ∈ O(R̊) such that any g ∈ O(R̊) may be written in the
form g(x) =

∑n
j=1 αj(f(x))· gj(x) (x ∈ f−1(K)) for some holomorphic functions

α1, . . . , αn defined in a neighborhood of K. Now g separates points on the fibers
f−1(z) for z ∈ K if and only if the graph of α = (α1, . . . , αn) : K → C

n avoids
a complex hypersurface Σ ⊂ U × C

n constructed as above. Proposition 2.2
indicates that this may not be possible in general (although we do not have a
specific counterexample).

3. Holomorphic perturbations of bordered Riemann surfaces

In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. Let P = (2U) × U ⊂ C
2. For any

sufficiently small perturbation S of the cylinder bU × C we denote by ΩS the
connected domain in P bounded by S and containing the origin.

Proposition 3.1. Let R be a bordered Riemann surface of genus gR bounded
by mR smooth curves and let F0 = (f0, g0) : R → U × U be a map of class
A2(R) such that f0 is an inner function on R with deg(f0) ≥ 2gR + mR − 1.
For any sufficiently small C3-perturbation S of S0 = bU × C there is a function
f ∈ A1(R) which is C1-close to f0 such that the map F = (f, g0) : R → C

2

satisfies F (R̊) ⊂ ΩS and F (bR) ⊂ S.
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We emphasize that the maps F and F0 only differ in the first component. If
F0 is an embedding, it follows that F is also an embedding provided that S is
sufficiently C3-close to bU × U .

Assuming Proposition 3.1 for a moment, we now prove Theorem 1.2.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let F0 = (f0, g0) : R → U × C satisfy the hypothesis of
Theorem 1.2. We may assume that R is a domain with smooth real-analytic
boundary in a larger Riemann surface R̃ (section 1). Since f0 maps bR to the
circle bU , it extends by reflection to a holomorphic function in a neighborhood
of R. Furthermore we can approximate g0 in the C1(R)-sense by a function (still
denoted g0) which is holomorphic in a neighborhood of R. If the approximation
is sufficiently close, the new map F0 is an embedding in a neighborhood of R.
We may assume that ||g0||R < 1.

Choose a hypersurface S close to S0 = bU × U and the associated domain
Ω = ΩS ⊂ P as in Proposition 2.1, with the corresponding injective holomorphic
map φ : Ω → C

2 which maps sequences in ΩS converging to S to sequences going
to infinity. Let F = (f, g0) be a map furnished by Proposition 3.1 which is C1-
close to F0. If the approximation is sufficiently close then F is a holomorphic
embedding of R̊ in Ω which maps bR to bΩ. The map G = φ ◦ F : R̊ → C

2

is then a proper holomorphic embedding of R̊ to C
2. This proves Theorem 1.2

granted that Proposition 3.1 is correct.

In the proof of Proposition 3.1 we shall use some results about the linear
Riemann-Hilbert problem on bordered Riemann surfaces. Fix a number 0 <
α < 1. Denote by A1,α(bR) the Banach algebra of C1,α-functions on bR which
extend holomorphically to R̊. (The C1,α-norm on bR can be defined by choosing
a smooth parametrization of each curve C ⊂ bR by the circle S1 and pulling
back functions on C to functions on S1.)

Given functions a : bR → C\{0} and c : bR → IR of class C1,α, the corre-
sponding Riemann-Hilbert problem is to find k ∈ A1,α(bR) such that

(3.1) Re
(
a(x)· k(x)

)
= c(x), x ∈ bR.

The existence of solutions depends on the index κ(a) which is defined as the sum
of the winding numbers of a over all mR boundary components of R (the cor-
responding Maslov index is 2κ(a)). Here we equip R with the usual orientation
induced by the complex structure and we orient the boundary bR coherently.
Note that when a is an inner function on R we have κ(a) = deg(a). The follow-
ing is a part of the theorem from [Kop, p. 30]; it corresponds to the case when
ν = 0 (since we are dealing with functions) and the trivial divisor δ with degree
nδ = 0. Notice also that, in [Kop], the surface has m + 1 holes.

Theorem. Let R be a bordered Riemann surface of genus gR with mR bound-
ary components and let a be a complex-valued Hölder continuous function on
bR without zeros. If κ(a) ≥ 2gR + mR − 1 then the Riemann-Hilbert boundary
value problem (3.1) is solvable for all Hölder continuous functions c on bR and
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the corresponding homogeneous problem (c = 0) has 2κ(a) − (2gR + mR − 2)
linearly independent solutions.

Remarks.
1. Even though the theorem in [Kop] is stated for the Cα-case (the functions a
and c are assumed to be of class Cα and the solutions belong to Aα(bR)), the
proof carries over to the case stated here.
2. This is essentially a result concerning the solutions of the operator L = ∂
acting on sections of the trivial line bundle E = R×C → R, with the Riemann-
Hilbert boundary conditions described above. The operator L is elliptic and
hence Fredholm, with the (real) index

Ind(L) = 2κ(a) − (2gR + mR − 2).

Koppelman’s theorem asserts that, when κ(a) ≥ 2gR + mR − 1, L is surjective
and dim IR(kerL) = Ind(L). For an extension to more general ∂-type operators
we refer to [Gro1] and [HLS].
3. There is a connection (by doubling of R) between Koppelman’s theorem
and the Riemann-Roch theorem [HLS]. The result may be viewed as a special
case of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [AS] which expresses the index of any
elliptic linear differential operator, acting on sections of a complex vector bundle
E → X over a compact manifold X, in terms of the Chern class of the bundle
and the cohomology class in H∗(X, C) determined by the principal symbol of L.

Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let F0 = (f0, g0) be as in the proposition. Assume
that ||g0||R < 1 so that F0(R) ⊂ P = (2U) × U . Denote the coordinates on C

2

by (z, w). Set ρ0(z, w) = |z|2−1. Then {ρ0 = 0}∩P = bU×U and ρ0(f0, g0) = 0.
For any function ρ ∈ C3(P ) sufficiently close to ρ0 the set Sρ = {ρ = 0} ∩ P is
a C3-hypersurface close to bU × U and vice versa, any small C3-perturbation of
bU × C within P equals Sρ for some ρ ∈ C3(P ) close to ρ0.

To solve the problem it suffices to find for each ρ ∈ C3(P ) close to ρ0 a
function f = fρ ∈ A1,α(bR) close to f0 such that ρ(f(x), g0(x)) = 0 for all
x ∈ bR. Such f extends from bR to a function f ∈ A1,α(R). The corresponding
map F = (f, g0) : R → P takes bR to Sρ = {ρ = 0} and it maps the interior R̊
to the domain Ωρ ⊂ P bounded by Sρ and by |w| = 1 (for the last statement we
need f to be C1-close to f0; see [ČG] for the details of this argument).

To find such f = fρ we shall apply the implicit mapping theorem in Banach
spaces. Let D = {f ∈ A1,α(bR) : ||f || < 2}, where ||.|| is the norm on A1,α(bR).
We define a Banach space operator

Φ: C3(P ) × D → C1,α
IR (bR), Φ(ρ, f)(x) = ρ(f(x), g0(x)) (x ∈ bR).

We claim that Φ is of class C1. Clearly Φ is linear with respect to ρ and hence
DρΦ(ρ, f)(τ) = τ(f, g0). Moreover, Lemma 5.1 in [HT] implies that for each
fixed ρ ∈ C3(P ) the mapping f ∈ A1,α(bR) → Φ(ρ, f) ∈ C1,α

IR (bR) is of class C1

and its partial derivative on f equals

DfΦ(ρ, f)(k)(x) = Re
(
2∂zρ(f(x), g0(x))· k(x)

)
, x ∈ bR.
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It is easily seen that Φ and its first order partial derivatives are continuous
with respect to both variables (ρ, f) and hence Φ is of class C1 [Lan]. Writing
aρ,f (x) = 2∂zρ(f(x), g0(x)) we have

DfΦ(ρ, f)(k)(x) = Re
(
aρ,f (x)· k(x)

)
, k ∈ A1,α(bR), x ∈ bR.

For ρ0 = |z|2 − 1 we have ∂zρ0 = z and hence aρ0,f0 = 2f0 which is nowhere
vanishing on bR. Its index equals

κ(aρ0,f0) = deg(f0) ≥ 2gR + mR − 1.

Hence the theorem quoted above applies and shows that the linear operator
A = DfΦ(ρ0, f0) : A1,α(bR) → C1,α

IR (bR) is surjective, with kernel of dimension

dim IR(kerA) = 2 deg(f0) − (2gR + mR − 2).

Since each finite dimensional subspace in a Banach space is complemented [Ru2,
Lemma 4.21], there is a closed subspace B in A1,α(bR) such that A1,α(bR) =
(kerA) ⊕ B and A maps B isomorphically onto C1,α

IR (bR). By the implicit func-
tion theorem in Banach spaces [Ca] the solutions of the equation Φ(ρ, f) = 0 in
a small neighborhood of (ρ0, f0) ∈ C3(P ) × A1,α(bR) are of the form f(ρ, t) =
f0 + (t, ϕ(ρ, t)), where t ∈ ker A and ϕ is a C1-operator with image in B such
that ϕ(ρ0, 0) = 0 (and hence f(ρ0, 0) = f0). Setting t = 0 we obtain functions
fρ = f(ρ, 0) ∈ A1,α(bR) for ρ ∈ C3(P ) near ρ0 such that fρ depends differ-
entiably on ρ and satisfies ρ(fρ, g0) = 0 on bR. This concludes the proof of
Proposition 3.1.

4. Families of inner functions on bordered Riemann surfaces

In this section we prove Theorem 1.4. The essential ingredient is the following
result which is possibly of independent interest. We use the notation established
in section 1. If J is a complex structure of class Ck−1,α on R, we denote by
Ak,α(R, J) the space of all J-holomorphic functions of order Ck,α (that is, their
derivatives of order k are Hölder continuous of order α).

Proposition 4.1. Let R be a smooth bordered surface of genus gR and with
m ≥ 1 boundary components. Fix α ∈ (0, 1). Let J0 ∈ J α

R be a complex
structure on R and let f0 ∈ A1,α(R, J0) be an inner function on (R, J0) with
multiplicity ≥ 2gR + m− 1. Then for each J ∈ J α

R sufficiently close to J0 there
is an inner function fJ ∈ A1,α(R, J) near f0, with fJ depending continuously
on J and fJ0 = f0.

Remark. As already mentioned, Ahlfors [Ahl] constructed inner functions of
multiplicity 2gR + m on any bordered Riemann surface. Proposition 4.1 shows
that such functions are stable under small perturbations of the complex struc-
ture. On the other hand this need not be true for the Ahlfors function fp which
maximizes the derivative at a given point p ∈ R since the degree of fp may
depend on p.

Assuming Proposition 4.1 for a moment we can prove Theorem 1.4 as follows.
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Proof. Fix a number 0 < α < 1 and let F0 = (f0, g0) : R → U × C be an em-
bedding of class C1,α which is J0-holomorphic on R̊ for some complex structure
J0 ∈ J α

R. Thus f0 is an inner function on (R, J0) of multiplicity ≥ 2gR + m− 1.
For each J ∈ J α

R sufficiently near J0 Proposition 4.1 provides an inner function
fJ on (R, J) which is C1-close to f0. We can also approximate g0 in the C1-sense
by J-holomorphic functions gJ (this is trivial since there is no boundary condi-
tion on gJ). If the approximations are sufficiently close (which is the case when
J is close enough to J0), the J-holomorphic map FJ = (fJ , gJ) : R → U × C is
C1-close to F0 and hence is an embedding. Hence the Riemann surface (R, J)
is of class F for all J sufficiently close to J0. This proves Theorem 1.4 provided
that Proposition 4.1 is correct.

Proof of Proposition 4.1. For each complex structure J ∈ J α
R we denote by ∂J

the corresponding ∂-operator which maps C1,α-functions on R to (0, 1)-forms of
class Cα according to the formula

2 ∂J(f) = df + idf ◦ J.

Denote the space of such forms by Ωα
0,1(R, J). Consider the Banach manifolds

W = {(f, J) : f ∈ C1,α(R), |f | = 1 on bR, J ∈ J α
R},

W0,1 = {(ω, J) : ω ∈ Ωα
0,1(R, J), J ∈ J α

R}.
Let Φ: W → W0,1 be the operator Φ(f, J) = (2∂Jf, J). The set

Wh = {(f, J) ∈ W : ∂J(f) = 0} = {(f, J) : Φ(f, J) = (0, J)}
consists of J-holomorphic inner functions on R for all complex structures J on
R. Denote by π : W → J α

R the projection onto the second factor.
We claim that Φ is a C1-map of Banach manifolds which is a submersion

with finite corank at each point (f, J) ∈ Wh for which κ(f) ≥ 2gR + m − 1.
Once this is proved, the implicit function theorem [Ca] shows that Wh is a Ba-
nach submanifold of W in a neighborhood of each such point (f, J) and the pro-
jection π : Wh → J α

R is locally near (f, J) a trivial Banach fibration with finite
dimensional fibers. The proposition then follows immediately since it amounts
to choosing a local section of this fibration passing through (f, J).

To find the derivative DΦ(f, J)(g, K) in the direction of a tangent vector
(g, K) to W at (f, J) we choose a local C1 path (ft, Jt) ∈ W for |t| < ε, with
f0 = f , J0 = J , d

dt |t=0ft = g and d
dt |t=0Jt = K. Differentiating the equations

|ft|2 = 1 resp. J2
t = −Id with respect to t at t = 0 we see that Re(gf) = 0 on

bR and JK + KJ = 0. The derivative of Φ equals

DΦ(f, J)(g, K) =
d

dt
|t=0Φ(ft, Jt)

=
(
dg + idgJ + idfK, K

)
=

(
2∂Jg + idfK, K).

From this formula we see immediately that DΦ(f, J) is continuous in (f, J)
and hence Φ is of class C1. Moreover we see that DΦ(f, J) is surjective if and
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only if any ω ∈ Ωα
0,1(R, J) equals ω = 2∂Jg + idfK for some g ∈ C1,α(R) with

Re(gf) = 0 on bR. Since (idfK)J = −idfJK = dfK = −i(idfK) (here we used
KJ = −JK and idfJ = −df), the form idfK is of type (0, 1) with respect to J .
Hence it suffices to see that g → ∂Jg is surjective as a map

(4.1) {g ∈ C1,α(R) : Re(gf) = 0 on bR} → ∂Jg ∈ Ωα
0,1(R, J).

Surjectivity of this map at points (f, J) ∈ W with κ(f) ≥ 2gR + m − 1 is
guaranteed by the theorem in [Kop, p. 33] together with Corollary II in [Kop, p.
30]. (Essentially the result in [Kop] is that we can solve any non-homogeneous
Cauchy-Riemann equation on a fixed bordered Riemann surface (R, J) subject
to a Riemann-Hilbert boundary condition, provided that the associated index
is sufficiently large, which in our case means that f must have multiplicity ≥
2g + m − 1.) This shows that Φ is a submersion at such points as claimed.
Furthermore, if (f, J) ∈ Wh, the kernel of the map (4.1) equals

{g ∈ C1,α(R) : ∂Jg = 0, Re(gf) = 0 on bR}.
By the cited result in [Kop] this space has dimension 2κ(f)− (2g +m− 2). This
completes the proof.
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